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Japanparts Group announces the expansion of its logistics,
together with important product launches
Japanparts Group announces the recent expansion of its warehouses at the
Verona headquarters during Equip Auto 2019, Hall 1, Stand J 109. As a result
of an ambitious strategic plan, the warehouse now extends on a total of
60,000 square meters of storage space, allowing the Group to consolidate its
presence on the market, expanding the current assortment for an increasingly
complete coverage of the circulating car park.
By the end of 2019 the new automatic warehouse will be also operative, with
60,000 mini-load boxes and 10,000 square meters, which will have a potential
of approximately 3,600 withdrawal lines, to be added to the 12,000 lines that
the company already handles daily.
Thanks to the expansion of its warehouse, Japanparts Group also decided for
an important expansion of the product offer with Japanparts, Ashika and
Japko brands, thus offering about 38,000 references. To be underlined, is the
increasingly important presence of reference numbers for European cars,
further confirming the company's desire to increasingly be a global player for
its customers.
The great innovations introduced in the portfolio of products offered by
Japanparts Group are represented by new air springs, electronically
controlled shock absorbers, new complete suspension kits, the range of
power lift gates, as well as filters for automatic transmissions and shock
absorber strut mounts for all circulating cars.
Many innovations also among the European braking range; in chain kits, with
over 200 new codes; in motor cylinder heads, with over 160 new codes. The
ABS sensors and the EGR valves have also been recently added.
In support of the important increase in the product portfolio, Japanparts
Group has created three leaflets with the Japanparts, Ashika and Japko
brands, available in paper form or downloadable at the following address:
http://www.japanpartsgroup.com/splash/cataloghi.html

To learn more about the new warehouse at the Verona headquarters, please
watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/atch?v=WkI23o6I-4w
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